
II. "Seeking Tao in the Winter Mountains"
Snow fills up the farm of Tung Yuan.
Stroke upon stroke the mountains rise,
peak after peak. It is hard going
through Tao fields: willow
branches torn, huts decayed,
the path
gone
snow
a scrabble of shale and shards: 
history puzzles:
Ssu-ma Ch'ien (balls
cut off) writing the history of Han;
Mo Ti weaving mats, side 
stepping wars, Chinese Salvation 
Army man; Mao & his blue 
shirts waiting with guns.
And the women on Lake Tung T'ing 
go reed gathering.
Backward the waters flow.
Up Mount Tsai.
Up from the Buddha-wheel 
up from mud-earth 
up from the poet riding pack-ass 

through the snow
up from the glacial roads (state parks) 

of Han Fei Tzu.
Up from the thousand things 
up from dualities, ambivalence

to the unnameable essence.

Tao drips from the highest peak
upward over mirrored boats
& gathering women
& the winds of Tung Yuan's
brush
up
and at the same time
down. , to trampling
ponies caught in vine traps 
& the stone drums broken by war 
to the courtesan 
wrapped in the drunken hair 
of stars
in the powdered urn and fields
of her father's
ashes
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down to the common soldier stomped
for whoring
down to the thief
fled over the last wall
of law
safe in Tao.
Tao seeks the lowest place 
takes the drunkard 
asleep in golden 
vomit
the hermit w/ bean curd 
bowl, bad breath 
filthy straw coat
tubercular bawds 
w/ ruinous chest
hollow infant trunks 
their scabby vertebrae 
like husks of locusts:
all safe in Tao.

III. Passivity
(a)

On the river Han now 
northern branch 
ice-knotted stone 
silent
white monochrome.
The Han, Wang Wei's 
boats floating over mountains 
the whole Fang-chang chain 
painted with one swift stroke.
On the Han, effortless 
turning tons of flow 
longer than the Great Wall 
to impenetrable 
Tao.
Woodcutter tapping: 
shack, shack, shack 
thrashing powdery pine 
shack, shack, shack 
his breath a string of ghosts.
The iced wood breaks like an old man 
's laugh. Woodcutter snaps it 
into armslength staffs 
(pitch & blisters on his hands
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